
A Bunch 1906 

Chapter 1906: The Good Days Are Here! 

 

Luke looked at this fellow who was not of the Blood Demon’s bloodline in silence. His heart was in a 

dilemma. 

He had been in a dilemma for the past few days. There were more and more rumors of him being 

replaced outside. The center of the original host star area did not have any information from the higher-

ups at all. As he did not understand the situation at all, he could be said to be extremely worried these 

days. 

It was not easy for the imperial envoy to find out about a person from another race. It would be difficult 

for him not to struggle! 

But now that he had said so much, there was no point in holding it in anymore… … 

Thinking of this, Luke finally took a deep breath and asked frankly, “Sir, you are right… there are indeed 

concerns…” 

 

Guo Xiaoyun narrowed her eyes slightly when she heard this. It seemed that that guy soap probably did 

not notice these hidden problems. 

Currently, the person that soap could rely on the most was Vera. However, the more this was the case, 

the more they could not push Vera out so quickly. Otherwise, he would easily become the target of 

public criticism. The plan that everyone had discussed previously was to use the vacant choice of a 

Commander. And the new galaxy had yet to decide on the choice of a chief administrative officer to 

divide the power between those demon nobles. After diverting their attention, they would secretly 

expand Vera’s sphere of influence… … 

However, such a low-key strategy had its drawbacks. It was the most solid foundation of villafa, the 

elder who had once supported SAB. After Sab fell, he did not see villafa grow stronger, so he would have 

some misgivings in his heart, each and every one of them was probably worried that the blood demon 

army would be replaced by the blood demon nobles who had descended from 

the sky. 

It seemed like soap had to think of a way to appease them when they returned. At the very least, he had 

to build up the confidence of the old subordinates of the Blood Demon Army. He did not want to lose 

the foundation… … 

Thinking of this, Guo Xiaoyun smiled and said, “Major General Luke, you don’t have to worry about it. 

We’re all family. If you have anything you want to know, just ask. It’s not a good idea for you to worry 

about it in the end, is it?” 

Luke looked at the place. The words ‘family’were really convenient. However, at this time, he could only 

force himself to be a new member of the family… … 



“Sir is right… in that case, sir, can you tell us, how is the current situation of Lord villafa over there? We 

old friends are very worried… ” 

With a caring tone, it seemed like he was asking how Lord Villafa’s mood was after the fall of Saab, but 

in reality, everyone knew what he really wanted to ask. 

“Lord Vera is naturally depressed… “Guo Xiaoyun sighed and said, “Major 

General Luke is also an elder of the corps, so he should know that Lord Sab and 

Lord Vera are like Father and daughter…” 

“Of course we know that… “Luke nodded with a heavy look on his face. “Lord Sab’s departure must have 

dealt a great blow to Lord Vera, and we are also very worried about her… ” 

Hearing this, Guo Xiaoyun’s expression immediately became more amiable on purpose, she said gently, 

“Lord Luke, you don’t have to worry too much. Although Lord Villafa is in a low mood, she knows the 

heavy responsibility on her shoulders. Now that she is highly regarded by Lord Bolton, it is also the time 

for our army to expand! ” 

“Highly regarded by Lord Bolton?”Luke was stunned when he heard that. He did not quite believe her 

words. He admitted that Villafa’s aptitude was extremely good. In fact, she might even be more talented 

than Lord Sab in a single round of training, lord Vera was probably a sea of life! 

But even so, it was a lie to say that she was favored by Lord Bolton. 

After all, Vera’s sensitive dual-lineage identity was there. Whether in the blood demon or the fallen 

angels, she was ostracized and despised. Now, if Lord Bolton wanted to rope in the blood breeds and 

fallen angels.., it was already good enough that he did not alienate Vera. Why was she favored? 

Seeing that the other party did not hide his suspicions, Guo Xiaoyun moved closer and said in a low 

voice, “You should have heard about the outer passage, 

“I’ve heard about it! “Luke’s eyes narrowed, and his heart pounded wildly. 

Everyone in the outer passage was now concerned. Not only did the abyssal forces want to interfere, 

but the elders also wanted a share of the profits. It was just that there was still no definite news… … He 

had not even figured out the way, let alone a piece of the PIE… … 

Guo Xiaoyun said, “This time, in order to take down those passages, they paid a terrible price. Even Lord 

Saab fell because of it, but the harvest was huge. Lord Saab was the vanguard and took down almost a 

third of the passages, and the spirits of those passages only acknowledge Lord villafa, who inherited 

Saab’s legacy! ” 

“This… “Luke’s breathing quickened. “You… you mean… Only Lord Villafa?” Only Lord Villafa… … Could it 

be… … Lord Bolton couldn’t control it? 

Luke’s heart pounded as soon as this thought appeared in his mind. If that was the case… … 



“Yes! “Guo Xiaoyun looked at the excited look on Luke’s face and said in a serious tone, “Only Lord 

villafa! Therefore, Lord Bolton must be entrusted with the responsibility of our Lord, whether he likes it 

or not! l” 

“Phew… “these words stunned Luke for a few seconds. Finally, he let out a long sigh and said in a low 

voice, “So it’s like this…” 

No wonder he vaguely heard that Lord Vera had been staying by Bolton’s side. There were also rumors 

that she had taken over the military affairs of the main star field. At first, he thought that Lord Bolton 

had taken over the power. But now, it seemed like Lord Vera was really staying by Bolton’s side to be 

used… 

“As expected of Lord Saab!                  face revealed a look of admiration! 

They had joined the mercenary group because they admired Saab. Although Saab had fallen, it had given 

them a lot of confidence. As long as they used it well, the position of the Blood Demon Army would be 

unshakable! ! 

Of course… … If what the guy in front of them said was true! 

“Now, we have to take everything before the new leaders take office! “Guo Xiaoyun said in a low voice, 

“We must get this grade-3 star…” as she said that, Guo Xiaoyun opened her space bag and took out a 

bunch of things… … 

“This… This is… “Luke trembled when he saw the pile of things clearly! 

Thunder Crystal! ! 

The Thunder Crystal was extremely pure. It weighed at least ten tons and its quality was terrifyingly 

high. Such high-quality thunder crystals could be sold for at least a trillion yuan in the black market! 

“Sir… this… This Is… “Luke swallowed his saliva and asked with a trembling voice. 

“This is a specialty of one of the passages! “Guo Xiaoyun smiled and said, “Sir asked me to bring it here. 

Immediately find someone to forge a furnace and Forge Thunder scale armor for our soldiers. Keep this 

matter a secret and don’t let the other forces know. Sir’s request is that within a year, we must build 

such a strange army and drive the other god-tier forces out! ” !” 

Gulp… 

Luke swallowed a few mouthfuls of saliva as he stared blankly at the huge pile of thunder crystals. His 

eyes were like magnets, unable to move an inch! 

Until this moment, he finally believed the other party’s words. Lord Vellafa must have grasped the outer 

region passage, or else he wouldn’t have been able to obtain so many thunder crystals! ! 

The good days were here! ! 


